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North Tabor Neighborhood Special
Board Meeting Minutes

August 2, 2012
Laurelhurst Café, NE 47th Avenue & Burnside., Portland, Oregon

Present - Voting Board Members
Moonrose Doherty - Board member
Christin Huja – Board member
Zach Michaud – Chair and Interim Southeast Uplift (SEUL) Representative and Member of Providence Good Neighbor Agreement Committee
Gail Morris – Treasurer and Member of the Land Use and Sustainability Committees

Present – Others
Leslie Kochan – North Tabor resident
Monique Mos – North Tabor resident
Cathy Riddell – North Tabor resident, editor of North Tabor News
Alison Gavine Spillene – North Tabor resident
Ashe Urban – Rep. from SouthEast Uplift
Diane Wells – North Tabor resident

Not Present – Board Members
Heiei Bierle, Jacob Wollner

REASON FOR MEETING:
North Tabor News was approached by Dan Duvall, who wanted to place an ad for his business in the newspaper.  Because of the nature of his business, which
concerns teaching gun safety classes for people to get their concealed weapons license (among other classes), the editor of the newspaper wanted guidance on
whether the North Tabor Board would accept this type of advertising. It was decided to call an Emergency meeting to draft an advertising policy for the newspaper
to answer and deal with situations where advertising may be objectionable or against the neighborhood consensus of acceptable material. Or even against the
neighborhood association’s rules as set forth by the Office of Neighborhood Involvement by the City of Portland.
Everyone was welcome to attend but initially only North Tabor board members were to be allowed to participate in the discussion and vote on the policy and mo-
tions.  At the beginning of the meeting, the Chairman, Zach Michaud announced that the discussion would be open to those present and he had asked for anyone
who wanted to to submit comments for discussion via email, which were presented at the meeting.
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Agenda Item Time Discussion Action Who? When?

1. Introductions & explana-
tion of reason for meet-
ing

7:30 pm After everyone introducing themselves, Zach Michaud brought
the meeting to order.  He explained that a person had ap-
proached us (we didn’t solicit the ad) about placing an ad in the
North Tabor News about a class held on for security training,
workplace safety and firearms training.  We have not seen the ad
but according to Duvall, “firearms would be a footnote at best”.

The question is:  do we want to have anything that is weapon re-
lated available as advertising in the paper – but the broader issue
is that we really don’t have an advertising policy in general.
Where we could run into trouble is that if we refuse to run this ad
from this one individual, but then down the line ran another ad
that might have something to do with weapons or something such
as a weapons safety class, training, more of a class, we would be
liable for discriminating against this person.

Ashe Urban from SEUL has helped us by supplying what the
Oregonian (Oregonlive.com) and the SE Examiner have as their
advertising policies. These are pretty much verbal policies ac-
cording to Ashe.
The verbal policies boil down to 2 things

1) that they reserve the right to refuse any ad
2) that they do not accept any x-rated or adult classification

of ads.

That is where we could effectively say No for ads is if we had a
policy that says something about classification because it’s OK to
discriminate against the classification instead of an individual,
person or business that wants their advertiaing in the paper.  So
we wouldn’t be violating their free speech if we had the classifica-
tion in the policy. But it would mean that we would never run an
ad that falls under that classification.

Zach
Michaud

2. Neighbor comments 7:35 pm Zach had asked people to send comments via email.  These were
red. There were comments from neighbors Kari Green, Robert
Jordan, Gabe Frayne,Bernadine M. Mos, Lisa Angus, Leslie Ko-
chan, Alison Gavine, Candice Jordan, Dan Duvall of Black Talon,
Cathy Riddell and Susan Ferguson. Please see attached copy of
those emails.

Zach
Michaud
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3. Advertising policy tem-
plates

7:47 pm Cathy Riddell sent in a proposed policy.  Candice Jordan also
sent in a template of an advertising policy.  It was not stated
where either of these polices originated.

Zach
Michaud

4. General discussion 7:50 pm Discussion was opened up for comments from all people present
at the meeting. Some of the comments were:
Limiting ads is not limiting free speech because ads are different.
It was suggested that the board draft a policy and bring it before
an open meeting so more people could vote on it.
Technically this ad in question is for a class, not for firearms.  The
class is to take the test to be certified for a weapons license.
There was discussion about weapons and promoting guns in the
newsletter.

Zach
Michaud

5. Clarification on Board’s
role in oversight of the
newspaper & ads

8:20 pm At this point, Ashe Urban said what you want to clarify is: Is North
Tabor News run by the Board or is it a separate entity?  She sug-
gested that we add something to the by-laws about who operates
the newsletter and clarifying that this is a North Tabor Neighbor-
hood Association project.

Zach said North Tabor News gets its funding because the Board
exists. There couldn’t be a North Tabor News without the Board’s
existence.

Christin brought up:  Do we need to have advertisements in the
newsletter at all?  Do we need to have such a grand paper that
requires advertising and do we need to publish it as often and
maybe we need to think about its overall sustainability.

Ashe
Urban
Zach

Michaud
Christin

Huja
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6. Draft of the Advertising
policy

8:24 pm After more discussion it was decided that we needed to move
forward with the actual policy.  This is what was decided on:

North Tabor Neighborhood Association Board will not permit
at any time the placement of any ad for illegal or objection-
able products.  Advertising must not contain fraudulent or
deceptive or offensive material, including material that mis-
represents, ridicules or attacks an individual or a group on
the basis of age, color, national origin, race, religion, sex or
sexual orientation or handicap.
Advertising must not be related to any of the following:
Alcohol, firearms, ammunition, fireworks, gambling, pornog-
raphy, promotion of a political candidate or tobacco.
We reserve the right to review and approve or reject with re-
fund any ad.

Zach
Michaud

7. Advertising for Ballot
measures

8:28 pm Discussion about whether we can accept advertising on Ballot
measures. Ashe said that any political ads will fall under the Of-
fice of Neighborhood Involvement policy but that it’s probably bet-
ter to just not get involved with ballot measures.

Ashe
Urban

8. Clarification on the pol-
icy

8:30 pm Ashe asked if we could clarify the term “related to” in the policy so
everyone could be clear what they were agreeing to – so that we
were all agreeing to the same policy.
Discussion of what “related to” means. There was a suggestion of
using “deemed” instead of “related to” but that was not approved.

Ashe
Urban

9. Related to the afore-
mentioned ad

8:32 pm Discussion that accepting this policy is not ruling on whether we
accept the aforementioned ad at all and that this is a class that is
being advertised, not guns or weapons or ammunition.

Zach
Michaud

10. Approval of the policy 8:37 pm Zach read the suggested policy with all the changes and addi-
tions made by the group.
Gail moved that we approve the policy as read.
Moonrose seconded the motion. There was a unanimous vote by
the four Board members present in favor of the policy as written.

Zach
Michaud

Gail Morris
Moonrose
Doherty

11. What do we do now with
the policy?

8:38 pm Discussion about how do we want to use the new policy. Do we
refuse or approve Dan Duval’s ad.  Agreed that since we have not
seen the ad, we can’t decide yes or no at this time.

Zach
Michaud
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12. Discussion of wording in
ad

8:40 pm What would be acceptable in the ad?  Since he did not send an
ad, Zach read what he had received from Dan in reference to
what would be included in the ad.  He said “the ad would most
likely center around the State DPSST Security training and the
workplace violence training that I provide. The firearms training
would likely be a footnote at best.”
It was suggested that if he took out wording about firearms it
would not be rejected.
We could not vote on that because we had not seen the ad.

Zach
Michaud

13. Equinox Party 8:45 pm Christin spoke about last year’s budget. She had spoken to
Gerome at the church where we will be holding the party and he
said maybe they could donate money for the band.  She sug-
gested a budget of $1000.
Gail said that sounded like a lot based on our other similar fairs.
Moonrose thought maybe $800 sounded more in line with last
year’s party and also the Neighborhood Health and safety Fair
that she chaired in June.
It was agreed to budget $800 with the possibility of asking for
more if it was needed.
Moonrose made a motion to approve $800 for the Equinox party.
Gail seconded the motion. No discussion and the vote was
unanimous in favor of the motion.

Christin
Huja

14. Adjournment 8:49 pm As that was all that was on the agenda for this meeting, the meet-
ing was adjourned.

Zach
Michaud


